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For further information contact Kirra Tours on 0508 3675 4772For further in

This 21 Day Ultimate New Zealand Tour goes off  
the beaten track to locations not generally visited 
as well as including all the “must see” places.
IT’S MORE THAN JUST A COACH TOUR!

21 Day All New Zealand Ultimate Tour

Register
Now

Click
Here

Cruise West Alaska
Early Booking Discounts
Book by 29 Feb to save up to US$550pp

Click here to view the flyer
PUT QUEENSTOWN ON THE GLOBAL MONOPOLY BOARD

VOTE QUEENSTOWN
by clicking here and logging in

You’ll Jump thru Hoops
for These Roles!

HELEN CAMBELL
Tel: 09 966 2546 DDI
staff@topdog.co.nz

CLICK HERE : www.topdog.co.nz

Leisure Consultant (Corp client base)    TD 1402
Four days a week
BDM - Corporate Travel                                 TD 1399
SME client base. Only self-driven types to apply!
Account Managers                                          TD 1392
Large corporate and SME client base
Retail Consultants - North Shore   TD1343, TD1400

The Central & Eastern
Europe Specialists

Poland’s Best - 7 days

www.innovative-travel.com

Email: info@innovative-travel.com

FREEPHONE 0508 100111

Guaranteed Departures NOW from $1699pp twin

‘NEW’ Hungarian Inspiration - 6 days
Privately Escorted Tour from $2699pp twin

OZTalk Registration Surge
In a late rush, more than 225 Aussie Specialist Agents from New Zealand
and the Pacific have registered to attend OZTalk 2008.
Tourism Australia says registrations surged last week following news that
Terri Irwin would be the keynote speaker and this prompted an extension
of the registration deadline to next Monday 25FEB.
TA says Aussie Specialist Agents attending the event can look forward to
networking with 150 diverse Australian tourism businesses (sellers) that
have confirmed participation.
“It is encouraging to see that nearly 20 per cent of the sellers will be on the
OZTalk floor for the first time, giving travel agents access to new Australian
travel experiences,” says Vito Anzelmi, Regional Manager – New Zealand,
Tourism Australia.
On the travel agents’ front, he says it is interesting to note that while a
majority of registered agents are from Auckland, nearly 70% of agents
will be travelling from various parts of New Zealand to attend the
conference.
“It is great to see the support extended by retail groups like House of
Travel and Flight Centre. The two make up nearly 50 per cent of travel
agent registrations and we hope that other retail groups will follow suit,”
says Anzelmi.
To attend, register your expression of interest with Tourism Australia, click
on the ad at right.
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NEW ZEALAND

Annual Guest Nights Increase in 2007
Total guest nights in short-term commercial accommodation in
the 2007 year were 4% higher than in 2006, according to the
latest figures from Statistics New Zealand. All twelve regions
had higher guest nights with the largest increase occurring in
the Auckland region, followed by Canterbury and Otago. All
five accommodation types also had higher guest nights in 2007,
with hotels and caravan parks/camping grounds showing the
largest annual increases.
For the DEC07 month, total guest nights were 3.2 million, a
1% increase from DEC06. Nine of the twelve regions recorded
higher monthly guest nights in DEC07 with Canterbury, the
Bay of Plenty and Wellington showing the largest increases.
Waikato recorded the largest decrease.
For the month, three of the five accommodation types had higher
guest nights than in DEC06.
Caravan parks/camping grounds had the largest increase and
hotels had the largest decrease.
In DEC07, international visitors made up 45% of the total guest
nights. In the North Island, international visitors contributed
39%, whereas the proportion was 54% in the South Island.

Visitor night growth of 4.5% over the past year puts

Queenstown above the national average of 3.8%

according to the latest figures from Statistics New

Zealand.

Destination Queenstown CEO David Kennedy said the

results were pleasing in light of global uncertainty

in the tourism market.

Domestic visitors bolstered overall guest night

figures for the Queenstown Lakes /Central Otago

region this spring.  Figures show the number of New

Zealanders visiting during the months of OCT, NOV

and DEC07 was up 20,410 or 8.2% compared to the

previous year. International numbers were down

1.6%.

Pacific Blue’s Mid-Week Mini Fares
Pacific Blue yesterday launched “Mid-Week Mini-Fares” for
travel on selected flights on Tuesdays and Wednesdays between
AKL, WLG and CHC. Effective from next Tuesday 19FEB,
the internet levels are: WLG to CHC (v.v.) from $49; AKL to
WLG (v.v.) from $59; AKL to CHC (v.v.) from $69.

Taupo Peppers Project on Hold
The Dominion reports that construction work has ceased on
Taupo’s Terraces Hotel Apartments, a $30m project promoted
on its website as becoming part of the Stella Hospitality Group
and due for branding as a Peppers resort.
Some 24 contractors, who between them are said to be owed
$3 million, have grouped together and begun court proceedings
to liquidate the development company. Originally planned to
open for the Taupo A1GP motor racing in January, the project
may need a year’s work to get it open.
The Dominion quotes the developer as saying that new project
managers have been appointed and work will resume this month.

Explore NZ’s new Auckland & Bay of Islands Combo
Retailers will shortly receive a new
‘Auckland and Bay of Islands’ combo
brochure from Explore NZ.
Explore NZ projects itself as a
progressive and dynamic company
offering an exciting range of marine
based tourism products in New
Zealand. It owns and operates:
• SailNZ – America’s Cup Sailing

on NZL40 & NZL41 (Auckland)
• Dolphin Discoveries – Swim with

the Dolphins and the Discover the
Bay ‘Hole in the Rock’ Cruise
(Bay of Islands)

• Whale & Dolphin Safari
(Auckland)

• And the recently acquired Pride
of Auckland.

The Pride of Auckland product will be added to the Combo
brochure shortly. Agents can order more Explore NZ Auckland
& Bay of Islands brochures from Stocklink online – Product
Code: 108837. www.explorenz.co.nz

$10,452 Geocaching Package
Geocaching, which hit the headlines this week after a ‘bomb’
scare in Auckland’s Aotea Square, is the theme of a package at
Rotorua’s exclusive Treetops Lodge & Wilderness Estate.
The inaugural Easter Geocaching Eggspedition is an Easter egg
hunt across the Treetops 2500-acre forest estate and involves
GPS tracking. The package offers 3 nights luxury
accommodation in a Villa or Suite for four people (3 adults and
a child, or two adults and two children), a half-day egg hunt,
and picnic at Bridal Veil Falls, plus breakfast and dinner.
The package is priced from $10,452.

Jonah Lomu will cut Te Papa’s lamington birthday cake

tomorrow to mark the national museum’s 10th birthday. The

20m, 350kg cake will feed 4500 people.

Cardrona Alpine Resort intends spending more than $1

million on a new 240-seat pizzeria for the Captain’s Basin

ski area in time for the start of the ski season.

Record Breaking Month for Hanmer Resort
Hanmer Springs Thermal Pools and Spa reports a record-
breaking January. Its new $3 million Spa, which officially
opened last November, is credited with significantly
contributing to the increased turnover.
The property’s general manager Graeme Abbot says: “The new
Spa is two and a half times busier than the old one was last
January.
“We turned over a million dollars in the month of January and
so set a new record for the complex.”
Mr Abbot adds that a number of other factors also contributed
to the excellent month, including good weather over the holiday
period and strong growth in international visitor numbers –
especially Australians.
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While Auckland’s worthies are pondering what to build on

Queens Wharf, it is worth noting that it has been estimated

that the number of C&E events held around the world has

grown by 51% since 1996, while the number of delegates

attending events has grown by 34% .

AUSTRALIA

Select to Manage Hanmer’s Braemar Lodge
Select Hotels & Resorts International Management Pty Ltd has
been appointed to manage Braemar Lodge in Hanmer Springs
when it opens in April. The management deal is a first for the
Select brand in this country.
The brand new 24-suite property, to be known as Select Braemar
Lodge and Spa, Hanmer Springs, is in the boutique luxury class,
and is the only lodge of its kind in the Alpine Pacific Triangle
touring area. The main lodge comprises a reception, library
lounge and bar and a restaurant open daily for breakfast, lunch
and dinner. It also features an Asian inspired health spa, with a
gymnasium, plunge pool and treatment rooms.
Ralph Kelly, Select’s Managing Director, says, “We are
extremely pleased to announce this exciting deal for Select and
to be expanding our management expertise to New Zealand
where Select has established an enviable reputation as a
marketing group. We believe Select’s industry expertise and
innovative management programs will ensure Select Braemar
Lodge and Spa, successfully contributes to the growth of this
beautiful region as a rapidly developing tourist destination and
to the success of our group. We have plans to rapidly expand
our management division and to further grow Select
Membership. Further management deals are pending in
Australia, New Zealand and China on other unique properties
in stand-out locations”.

Sydney C&E Space Shortage

SYD Missing Out on Rugby World Cup Annually
Australia’s Tourism & Transport Forum managing director
Christopher Brown is pushing the NSW Government for a response
and commitment to the recommendations of the O’Neill Report.
Mr Brown says Sydney’s current convention and exhibition
capacity generates $2.3 billion per year and employs 14,600 people.
“But Sydney is losing out on an additional $477 million a year due
to its limited convention and exhibition capacity. In fact, Sydney
is missing out on the equivalent of holding a Rugby World Cup
every year.”

Sydney’s key business events body, the Sydney Convention
and Visitors Bureau, has welcomed the findings of a new report
calling for an expansion of the city’s convention and exhibition
facilities.
SCVB managing director Jon Hutchison said the report
confirmed the urgent need for more C&E space in Sydney to
enable the city to continue to meet strong demand from the
international convention sector. Constraints on exhibition space
have forced the Bureau to turn away some bookings for
international conventions with an exhibition component.
Released by the NSW Government this week, the O’Neill
Review into Sydney Convention and Exhibition Space calls

facilities in the city’s CBD.
It also recommends an expansion of the Sydney Showground
facilities at Sydney Olympic Park in the city’s west, with
domestic exhibitions to be redirected from the SCEC at Darling
Harbour to the Showground.
The lead-time for big events can be 6-10 years so a commitment
by the state government to expand infrastructure would give
the SCVB the ability to immediately start bidding for and
winning more events.
Mr Hutchison said more than 220,000 international visitors
would come to Sydney this year to attend 29 events secured
with the help of the SCVB. These have a combined economic
value of A$278 million.for an upgrade and expansion of convention and exhibition

Competing States Spending Big
The Queensland Government is to spend A$130
million on expanding its convention and exhibition
facilities on Brisbane’s South Bank, having also
committed A$40m to Gold Coast facilities.
Meanwhile the new Melbourne Convention Centre,
Australia’s largest, is being built on the south bank
of the Yarra. The project includes a 396-bed Hilton
hotel and 60,000 sq m of retail, office and residential
space.

The Crest Hotel at Sydney’s Kings Cross, familiar to generations of Kiwis, has been reborn as the Chifley

Potts Point, having had a $10m refurb by the Constellation Hotel Group.   The first Chifley branded hotel in

Sydney, the 227-room property offers distant views of the Sydney Opera House and the Harbour Bridge.

Great Keppel Island Resort, which has had a chequered past

under various owner / operators, is to close in a fortnight.

The property, off the Capricorn Coast at Yepoon, is to be

demolished for eventual rebuilding as a luxury resort.

Approvals for a development have not yet been sought.

MFS Living & Leisure is reported to be about to sell its

Otway Fly treetop walk attraction in Victoria to Village

Roadshow, and its Oceanis Melbourne aquarium is also on

the block. It may also need to sell its Falls Creek and Mount

Hotham businesses as part of moves to repay loans.
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SOUTH PACIFIC

Three Multi-Park Passes from Warner Village
Warner Village Theme Parks has now introduced three multi
park passes for Warner Bros. Movie World, Sea World and
Wet’n’Wild Water World.
The Super Pass offers unlimited entry to Warner Bros. Movie
World, Sea World and Wet’n’Wild Water World, all year round.
Guests can visit any park, any day as many times as they like,
for a total of 14 days.
For short breaks, the Fun Pass gives entry to all three parks on
one pass, with one single day entry to each park over a 5-day
period.
And for those with limited time, the Escape Pass offers one
single-day entry to two parks of choice over three days.
Each ticket needs to be validated by photo ID on entry on each
visit.

Another Fiji GSA for Hogans
Hogan & Associates have won a new GSA appointment –
Crusoe’s Retreat in Fiji. A traditional Fiji resort, Crusoe’s
Retreat is located on the Coral Coast next to the Namaqumaqua
“friendly” Village, a genuine Fijian village where many of the

resort’s staff live. By visiting the village guests are able to get
a true taste of the real Fiji. “The friendly atmosphere and
interaction between staff, guests and villagers is what makes
Crusoe’s Retreat so exceptional,” says Mike Hogan.

Treasure Developments
Treasure Island Resort says its Kids Club Bure is long
overdue for replacement and they have spent
considerable time working on a master redevelopment
plan.  Now that the location has been agreed upon, the
re-building of the facility can begin.
Sala and Losanna have introduced some new and
educational activities - the school visit on the mainland
was a great success during the later part of last year
and is to be re introduced now school has started again
in Fiji.
Treasure will also complete a new prototype guest Bure
that will be larger and appointed to set a new standard.
They also continue to work on reducing their carbon
footprint with initiatives such as installing gas instant
hot water systems for all Bures, introducing Bio Fuel
for  tractors and assisting in repair and removal of pests
to the delicate marine environment.

Norfolk Island Qigong Seminar
The Norfolk Island Qigong Seminar with International Masters
is a new event for people with an interest in martial art and
meditation. No experience is needed and the seminar is suitable
for people of any age.

Other optional activities include a celebratory dinner at Dino’s
Restaurant and a traditional Chinese tea ceremony. Informal
gatherings after the weekend seminar help participants to revise
what they have learned. A limited number of Master Zhao
Shihua’s private healing sessions are available by appointment.
Between learning and practicing the art of Qigong, participants
can enjoy relaxing in the tranquil settings and natural beauty of
Norfolk Island and take advantage of the diverse tourist
attractions and fine dining on offer.
The Norfolk Island Travel Centre has special packages to NLK
ex AKL / WLG / CHC from $1,044 for seven nights. They
include return airfare, airline taxes, accommodation, car hire,
return airport transfers and meet and greet at NLK airport. Also
included are a complimentary round of mini golf, ‘A Walk in
the Wild’ and a bonus shopping card.   Contact Jannise for
more information on freephone 0800 0088 10 or
jannise@travelcentre.nf
The Qigong seminar costs NZ$324 for the full two-day weekend
intensive  or people can opt for one day of tuition for NZ$212.
A limited number of Master Zhao Shihua’s private healing
sessions are available at the cost of NZ$130 for one hour. A
NZ$59 deposit is required to secure a place.

Qigong (pronounced Chee Kung) is both an art form and an
internal martial art similar to tai chi that has been practiced for

thousands of years. It is not
used for fighting but instead
consists primarily of
meditation, physical
movements and breathing
exercises.
The 13-20MAR08 seminar
is hosted by two
International Qigong
Masters, Grand Master Zhao
Shihua and Sifu John.
An optional Norfolk Island
Fish-Fry kicks off the event
which continues with a two-
day intensive seminar over
the weekend, with
complimentary DVDs.
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New CEO for Cooks Tourism
62-year old Australian John Dean has been appointed CEO of
Tourism Cook Islands. According to Cooks media reports, he
has had wide experience in Australia including time as group
managing director for Innkeepers Tasmania, CEO of the Gold
Coast Tourism Bureau and Tourism Whitsundays and, most
recently as general manager marketing for Caribbean specialist
wholesaler Pulse Holidays. He replaces Chris Wong who
resigned in 2007 following allegations of mis-spending. Three
Cook Islanders: Karla Eggelton, Rohan Ellis and Nick Henry
also applied.

ASIA

THAI to Access Samui
Thai Airways International today operates its first-ever
scheduled flight to the popular southern Thai resort island of
Samui. The twice daily B737-400 flights are being mounted to
support the Thai government’s policy of promoting inbound
and domestic tourism, particularly to the southern and outer
island resorts. THAI expects up to 70% of passengers into Samui
on its flights to be from overseas.
The airline says it aims to make the route very competitive by
marketing it to tourists from major European cities currently
served by THAI connecting through Suvanarbhumi Airport. The
flights will be backed by Royal Orchid Holidays packages.
Samui has, until now, been the exclusive airline destination of
Bangkok Airways, which owns the airport on the island.
THAI now serves 12 domestic routes.

Tourist arrivals in India in 2007 touched 5 million, up 13% on
2006. According to India’s Ministry of Tourism, foreign
exchange earnings from tourism grew 33% to more than
US$12 billion. Domestic travel, the backbone of Indian
tourism, saw 460 million Indians travelling in 2007.

Anna Friend advises that the Damai Puri Resort & Spa in
Sarawak, Malaysia is now soft opened with 120 guestrooms,
restaurant, lobby lounge, bar, gym and pools.  Once fully
open, the resort will have 207 guestrooms and suites
including exclusive Damai Puri Club rooms, six signature
restaurants and bars, a Spa Village, two swimming pools, a
secluded beach, gymnasium, two tennis courts, children’s
club, a grand ballroom and selection of meeting rooms.

Ha Long Luxury
World Journeys reports on the newly launched Classic Sails
restored traditional Indo-Chinese junk. Suited to the discerning
client wanting to cruise Vietnam’s Ha Long Bay in comfort, it
offers six spacious and luxuriously equipped cabins with
showers and balconies, while the VIP cabin also has large
windows overlooking the bay. The vessel’s restaurant, terrace
bar, and reading/sunbathing area are all set up to optimise views
of the famous bay’s scenery.
Contact World Journeys on 09-360 7311.

Cathay Pacific to Resume Flights to Colombo
Cathay Pacific has announced that it will resume flights to and
from Colombo from 30MAR08, with a daily B777-300 routed
through either Bangkok or Singapore.
CX suspended its operations to Colombo in APR07 due to
security concerns.

AMERICAS

Just 169 days after it opened for business, The Venetian-
Macau Resort Hotel this week welcomed its 10 millionth
visitor through its doors.

Cher at the Colosseum
Las Vegas is buzzing with the news that Cher
is the latest headliner to call the city home.
The ageless diva has signed to perform
around 200 shows over three years in the The
Colosseum, the 4,300-seat theatre at Caesars
Palace, from 06MAY.
Cher at The Colosseum will be nothing short
of spectacular. During the 90-minute show
Cher will perform her hits from across the
decades supported by a team of dancers, state-of-the-art lighting
and a different stage set-up for every song. Cher will, of course,
perform in an array of designer Bob Mackie’s signature (over-
the-top) costumes.
 The Colosseum was home to Celine Dion’s A New Day, which
ended its five-year run in December. It currently hosts Elton
John’s The Red Piano and will soon be home to Bette Midler’s
The Showgirl Must Go On, which opens this week.
Tickets for Cher are on sale now and can be purchased online
at www.ticketmaster.com. Ticket prices are US$95, US$149,
US$175 and US$250.

Disney’s American Idol
Walt Disney Parks and Resorts is working on details of a new
attraction based on the TV show American Idol to open later
this year at Disney’s Hollywood Studios theme park — the
former Disney-MGM Studios — in Lake Buena Vista, Florida.
Top audience vote-getters would compete in a grand finale show
at the end of each day.

Save your clients 20% on G.A.P Adventures’ 15-day Amazon

Explorer and the Inca’s Sacred Empire small group comfort
style trip, in part aboard a 19th century style riverboat, de-
parting Lima 12APR or 26APR08.  The trip, which was $3,715,
is now priced from $2,972pp plus US$300 local payment.
Call Adventure World.
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AFRICA

EUROPE

Big Five Sightings
Adventure World says MalaMala Private Game Reserve
statistics for 2007 show the Big Five were recorded on all but
21 days in 2007. They surpassed expectations, with buffalos
and elephants sharing a 100% daily sighting success rate while
rhinos missed just one day out in 2007.  On average, an
astounding four different leopards were viewed daily, with 17
different weekly sightings of lion (to say nothing of the vast
array of smaller wild animals seen in abundance on the reserve).
Adventure World has 2-night MalaMala packages from
$1,584pp share twin.

Central Eastern Europe 2008 – Newly Arrived

The Rockies by Sidecar
Alberta’s Jasper National Park in the Canadian Rockies can
now be enjoyed from a chauffeured Harley Davidson sidecar
tour.  Guests have the option to ride on the back of the bike or
in the sidecar, and everyone is fully decked out in leathers.
Jasper Motorcycle Tours start at $30 CDN per person covering
a Jasper township tour.  Tours run from 30 minutes up to full
day adventures.  Other itinerary options venture into Athabasca
Valley, Marmot Mountain, Maligne Canyon, Medicine Lake
and the Columbia Icefield Parkway.  Contact World Journeys
on 09-360 7311.

Innovative Travel’s specialist programme Central & Eastern Europe 2008  has
just arrived and a file copy is being distributed this week.
The comprehensive range of flexible holiday options for all Eastern Europe
countries includes accommodation to suit every budget, easy to sell short stays
packaged with accommodation, transfers and sightseeing, plus independent or
escorted tours, cruises, & ferries.  Currently a saving of 5% is being offered on
selected tours which must be booked with Innovative and paid by next Wed
20FEB08.
Alongside the favourite destinations of Croatia, Czech Republic & Hungary are
new additions. They include a 6-day Hungarian Inspiration priced from approx
$2699pp twin. This privately escorted tour based in Budapest takes clients on
daily excursions to key sites both in and outside of the city.
There are new properties featured for Munich and two new tours for Germany
including a 7-day Southern Romance ex Frankfurt, taking in Heidelberg, Lake
Titisee & Constance, Neuschwanstein, Salzburg, Nuremberg and Rothenburg to
name a few. The other tour is a 6-day Berlin & The Fairy Tale Road (Berlin to
Frankfurt).
Accommodation and transfers are now offered for the Croatian towns of Opatija
and Trogir and also for Sarajevo, Mostar, Skopje, Ohrid, Kotor and Budva in
Bosnia, Herzegovina, Macedonia and Montenegro; plus Tirana in Albania.  Ferry
connections from Split to Ancona (v.v.) and Dubrovnik to Bari (v.v.) have been
extremely popular and are featured once again for 2008.   “The brochure is packed
full of beautiful countries, cities and quaint picturesque towns, spectacular scenery
and sights to see, along with a fascinating history dating back hundreds of years ...
all huge draw cards for our Kiwi market,” says Sales & Marketing Manager Carol
Wisker.

Further supplies of the new brochure can be
obtained via Stocklink Distribution or from
Innovative Travel. FREEPHONE 0508
100111 or email info@innovative-travel.com
and visit  www.innovative-travel.com

Innovative New Offer for Turkey
Innovative Travel’s popular 14 Day Glories of Turkey itinerary, featured on page 21 of the Ancient
Kingdoms Holidays brochure, has a new offer available for clients.  Priced now from $1680pp twin
for travel April to September, clients stand to save $320 per couple if booked and paid in full by
21MAR08.  For full details contact Innovative Travel FREEPHONE 0508 100111 or email:
info@innovative-travel.com
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ANZAC Dawn Service Spaces Available
Albatross Travel Group reports that it is still possible to spend this
Anzac Day at Gallipoli, with limited spaces remaining on tours
with the Albatross Travel Group.
They include an 8-day Anzac Special Tour departing Istanbul on
20APR08, a 9-day Anzac In-Depth Tour, a 9-day Anzac and Ancient
Civilisations Tour and a 14-day Anzac and the Wonders of Turkey
Tour departing Istanbul 14APR.
www.albatrosstravel.com or 0800 446 232.

AVIATION

TOURSCoach Operators Fight for Rule Change
The European Tour Operators Association is calling on
European lawmakers in Brussels to repeal laws that
regulate the amount of rest professional coach drivers
are forced to take. The laws, introduced last April, have
proved detrimental to coach drivers’ livelihood, not
beneficial to road safety and damaging to the European
coach touring industry.
In a survey of over 20 leading European inbound tour
operators, who bring approximately two million tourists
a year to Europe, 86% said that new drivers’ hours
legislation, which came into force in 2007, has hindered
their business; none felt it had helped.
Among other things the new legislation imposed a
compulsory 24 hour rest every six days. This removed a
degree of flexibility known as the Twelve Day Rule,
whereby drivers could take their rest at the beginning of
one week and at the end of the following week, thus giving
them up to twelve consecutive days on the road.
Abolition of the Twelve Day Rule has proved to be highly
damaging. It has made the operation of tourism
unacceptably complicated and more expensive for all
parties involved.
Tour companies have had to re-plan popular itineraries,
while coach operators have had to bring in relief drivers.
Experienced drivers see their profession become less
attractive for they are forced to take rest time away from
home more often.
More worryingly, the new legislation has rendered less
safe transport options more attractive to tour organisers.
Many Chinese groups have been forced to move away
from hiring one large coach, instead hiring several
minibuses, which are exempt from the new legislation.
ETOA says the flight from a safe, regulated form of
transport to minibuses has adverse effects on quality,
safety and comfort.
Europe’s Council of Ministers has an opportunity in April
to amend the legislation.

Tighter Security Looms
The Dominion reports that Government seems likely to introduce
tighter security on smaller domestic flights after last week’s failed
hijack attempt.
The PM indicated that New Zealand might look to Australia for
guidance, especially in relation to rules there requiring all regular
passenger and charter aircraft with 30 seats or more to be fitted
with hardened cockpit doors, to reduce the risk of hijacking. Only
a curtain separated the pilots from passengers on the Eagle Air
plane.
More screening of passengers is likely to mean more cost, which
would likely to be passed on as a user-pay charge.

Kiwi Wine for Delta
Delta Air Lines is to serve the 2007 Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc
vintage of Hay Maker by Mud House Wines as one of two whites
offered BusinessElite passengers. The wine was handpicked by a
master sommelier Andrea Robinson, one of only 15 women in the
world to be appointed to the level of Master and the first woman to
be chosen as best sommelier in the United States. The other white
wine is from California.

Hawke’s Bay Airport Ambitions
Hawke’s Bay Airport has presented a plan to the Napier City
Council calling for an initial 590-metre extension to the main
runway so it can handle fully laden jets on domestic routes.
This $8 million extension, backed by the shareholding Napier
and Hastings councils, would take the runway to a total length
of 1900 metres and is due to be completed by 2010.
In the long term, the plan looks at extending the runway a further
350 metres and enlarging the terminal building to allow flights
to and from Australia.

OzJet Makes PMR Application
OzJet Airlines has applied to the Australian International Air
Services Commission for approval to fly from Australian ports
to Palmerston North once Freedom Air ceases its transtasman
ops from PMR on 30MAR.  OzJet proposes to commence
services between Brisbane / Sydney and Palmerston North in
April.
OzJet seeks an allocation of unlimited capacity and frequency
for operation on the New Zealand route under the Australia -
New Zealand air services arrangements. The allocation is
requested for a period of three years. The capacity would be
used to operate B737-300 services (two class cabin) between
Sydney - Palmerston North and Brisbane – Palmerston North.
The projected timetable would see four flights a week on the
Brisbane route and twice a week on the Sydney route.
OzJet, which has a fleet of four B737-200s, says it is planning
to acquire a B737-300 for the PMR ops.

Pacific Blue yesterday launched a two-day $44 domestic
Valentines Day fare sale and at the same time announced
an Islands and Oz sale for travel to the end of June for fares
bought by 04MAR.

Air Canada’s new non-stop flights between Sydney and
Vancouver are performing so well the carrier is reportedly
considering going double-daily with B777s.
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Kiwijet Talking to Aussie Carrier
The Kiwijet Airline Company Limited has put
out a lengthy statement saying that it has
completed a comprehensive, and highly
detailed due diligence report along with
regional market, and currency analysis for the
2008/2009 fiscal years.
The analysis revealed and validated Kiwijet’s
business plan to operate four British Aerospace
RJ-100’s (ARJ) to seven regional centres as
well as an additional eight cities after one year
of positive operations with an additional four
aircraft for a total of eight passenger aircraft.
This report was delayed by a fortnight due to
rapidly changing worldwide currency markets
and the US economic slowdown.
The report apparently goes on to state that
although the outlook is good for expanded
domestic services within New Zealand it also
indicated that Kiwijet would need a partner
airline to provide feeder traffic to and from the
domestic trunk, and transtasman sectors in
order to have the best chance of success.
As a result of the report Kiwijet is in
negotiations with a scheduled Australian
carrier to provide such a plan. Due to mutual
confidentiality agreements with that carrier it
is not in a position to disclose any further
details of the scope or scale of the Australian
carrier except that it is a fully scheduled
international carrier currently utilizing

and international operations.
Kiwijet’s Chief Executive Mr. Patrick Weil
says he made an unannounced visit to
Christchurch on January 28th and 29th to meet
with Kiwijet’s prospective team members and
to look over a potential head office site at the
Christchurch International Airport directly atop
the airport’s car park. Mr. Weil had been in
Australia, and visited CHC during the long
Australia Day weekend. He then continued on
to Brisbane and Melbourne.
He has apparently returned to the United States
to secure the financing of US$35 million for
Kiwijet to launch operations.
The press release continues: “We have pushed
back our launch date to February 2009 or just
after the school holidays. This move was
requested by the Australian carrier, and allows
Kiwijet to have a bit more time to have all
aspects of the operation in place to launch
operations with four aircraft and a fully trained
staff of 260 team members.
“The overall future of Kiwijet looks good, and
we are not concerned with the announcement
of the national carrier’s intention to place
Embraer regional jets into the domestic market.
We estimated that these aircraft will not be
delivered until late 2012 if ordered now due to
a backlog of over 100 aircraft.”
Kiwijet says it will have another media release
on 01MAR regarding progress.narrowbody single aisle jet aircraft in domestic

JetStar has announced lower fares for those without checked baggaged. JetSaver Light
fares for passengers taking carry-on baggage only will be $10 less one-way for domestic
fares and $20 less for international fares. JetSaver Light passengers will be able to take
10kg of carry-on baggage, an increase from JetStar’s previous limit of 7kg.

Emirates Invests in RFID Trials at Three Airports
Emirates Airline has announced it is partnering
with London Heathrow, Dubai International
and Hong Kong International airports to trial
the latest RFID (radio-frequency identification)
technology in baggage handling.
Emirates will be investing to test the
effectiveness and benefits of RFID against the
existing barcode tracking system. The largest-
ever trial of its kind for the airline industry,
some half a million bags on Emirates flights
will be tagged with RFID chips over the six-
month duration of the trial.
The airline hopes its investment will help
revolutionise the way bags are tracked and

monitored, and present innovative solutions to
handle the increasing volumes of baggage.
Previous RFID trials by other parties on a
smaller scale have shown that the technology
almost eliminates scanner ‘misreads’,
significantly improving the efficiency of the
baggage system and customer experience. EK
is now applying this on a much larger scale at
three major airport hubs.
With 58 A380s entering Emirates’ service, each
doubling the number of bags handled per
aircraft, the airline is keen to find innovative
technologies and new ways to improve baggage
handling infrastructure.

RFID - How it Works
RFID equipment has been installed at some of
Emirates’ check-in desks at DXB, LHR and
HKG. During the trial, trained staff will apply
tags containing RFID chips to bags as part of
the normal check-in process. The chips contain
stored information including the bag unique
ID number and route. In addition to the
embedded RFID chips, these tags will also
continue to display the traditional bar code.
The chips are read as they pass through the
airport’s baggage system, enabling effective

sorting, security screening and delivery to the
aircraft. Arriving bags are read on entry to the
baggage system and receipted into the system
for effective tracking. Essentially, the chips will
enable bags to be tracked at every stage of their
journey, and minimise the possibilities for
mishandling baggage.
In the future, RFID technology could also make
it possible for airlines to send a text-message
alert to notify passengers the moment that their
luggage has arrived on the baggage carousel.

The British Airline Pilots’ Association has
reiterated that it will not accept any kind of
outsourcing at British Airways and stressed
its readiness to strike if the carrier goes
ahead with its plans to recruit non BA-crew
for its new OpenSkies subsidiary, which will
operate flights between mainland Europe
and the US.

oneworld buddies Cathay and Finnair are to
code-share. From 01MAR the CX code will
be placed on F innair flights between
Helsinki and AMS, FRA and LHR. Finnair’s
“AY” code goes on CX flights from HKG to
and from SYD, MEL and PER. AY pax will
connect for Australia from Helsinki at HKG
4 times a week (daily from 26APR)
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Emirates Expands ICC Sponsorship Portfolio
Emirates has become an Official Partner of the International
Cricket Council (ICC) until 2015.
This sponsorship gives Emirates rights to all ICC major
tournaments including the 2011 and 2015 ICC Cricket World
Cups, ICC Champions Trophy, ICC World Twenty20, ICC
Cricket World Cup Qualifier, ICC Under 19 World Cup, ICC
Intercontinental Cup and the ICC Women’s World Cup.
ICC Chief Executive Malcolm Speed says: “The ICC is now
based in Dubai, the ICC Global Cricket Academy is set to open
this year and Dubai is a hub for teams travelling around the
world. These facts make this new agreement especially
appropriate.”
Through the partnership with the ICC, Emirates will continue
its sponsorship of the Emirates Elite Panels of ICC Umpires
and Match Referees; with the Fly Emirates logo being displayed
prominently on the umpires’ clothing at all ICC events.
Emirates will have prominent branding and hospitality at all
the ICC major events and at each of these events the airline’s
cabin crew will assist with trophy ceremonies.

SAA Releases Summer Special Fare
South African Airways has released a Summer Special Short
life Economy Return Fare to South Africa and beyond. Sales
are permitted until 08MAR08 and travel is permitted between
01MAR-31OCT08.
The fares from AKL / CHC / DUD / WLG / ZQN to JNB start
from $1919 return and to CPT / PLZ / ELS / DUR from $1982
excluding the fuel surcharge of approximately NZ$230, and
government taxes and levies.
Full fare details are available in CRS displays and for further
assistance Agents can contact SAA on Tel 09 977 2237.

Tiger Airways has begun flying between Melbourne and
Canberra.

CRUISING

Garuda Indonesia is said to be looking at buying up to ten
Boeing 777 jets.

Auckland is today hosting the maiden New

Zealand visit of Cunard’s Queen Victoria, which

was set to arrive on the Waitemata at 6am from

Fiji and berth at Princes Wharf at 7am. The

90,000-tonne ship is in the city on her inaugural

world voyage, 106-night odyssey for around

2,000 passengers. QV sails for Napier later today.

 QE2, will pay her 22nd and final visit to Auckland

on Thursday 21FEB, as part of her final world

voyage before taking on a new life, permanently

moored in Dubai.

Now Pride of Aloha to Leave Hawaii
No sooner has Pride of Hawaii sailed away to Europe as Norwegian Jade
that NCL Corp. has now announced that Pride of Aloha too is being withdrawn
from the Hawaii market from 11MAY. Pride of Aloha will be redeployed to
Asia under the Star Cruises brand.
The moves leave Hawaii with just one US-flagged ship, Pride of America,
which NCL says will sail out of Honolulu on Saturdays through to 2010.
NCL says the cost of upgrading Pride of Aloha (the former Norwegian Sky)
with its Freedom 2.0 enhancements as part of its fleet revamp could not be
economically justified.
NCL president and ceo Colin Veitch is quoted in Seatrade Insider as
continuing to blame foreign-flag competition for driving down pricing. He
says that the overall price level in the market has been driven down, to a
significant degree, by an unprecedented expansion of capacity from low-
cost foreign-flag ships based on the West Coast operating domestic Hawaii
itineraries that the Customs Service has indicated are legally the preserve of
U.S.-flag ships.
Veitch hopes for “a continued improvement in this one-ship operation as the
unique nature of Hawaii, from a cabotage standpoint, is clarified and restored.’
Veitch told Seatrade that in due course, NCL hopes to be able to restore its
U.S.-flag business to ‘two profitable ships’ by reintroducing Pride of Hawaii.

Cruise Council Appoints Chairman, Announces NZ Board Position
The International Cruise Council Australasia has announced
the appointment of Richard Cranmer, Regional Director for
Royal Caribbean International and Celebrity Cruises, as its
new Chairman following the resignation of John Molinaro.
ICCA General Manager Brett Jardine also announced
Council plans to strengthen its trans-Tasman presence by
inviting a New Zealand-based member to sit with the Council
Board for a three-month trial period.
“The long term view is that we should have a permanent
position on our Board for a New Zealand member but this
will need to be ratified at the next AGM,” he said.

“In the interim, expressions of interest are being invited from
New Zealand and we hope to have a commitment very shortly.”
Mr Jardine said the move reflected the continuing growth of
the New Zealand cruise market.
“Council travel agent members in New Zealand are almost
25 per cent of our Australian travel agent member numbers,
while the country’s cruise passenger numbers are about 12
per cent of Australian passenger numbers.
“Clearly the time is right for us to expand our Board
representation and we think the New Zealand industry’s
response will be very positive,” Mr Jardine said.
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Cruising with Bentours & Hurtigruten
Bentours 2008 Cruising brochure has arrived and was
distributed to all agencies this week.
The new brochure provides a range of unique and exciting
cruises for Norway, Antarctica, Chilean Fjords, Spitsbergen,
Greenland, Russia, Sweden, North Pole, Ukraine, European
Rivers and China.
Besides the very popular Hurtigruten – Norwegian Coastal
voyage, the Antarctic programme is a winning combination of
an expedition style adventure with cruise ship comfort,  says
Carol Wisker, Bentours NZ Sales Manager. “After doubling
our fleet to provide two vessels on the Latin America &
Antarctica journey two years ago, the programme continues to
gain momentum,” says Carol.  “The current season has once
again generated excited feedback on the amazing spectacle of
snow, icebergs, glaciers, seals, whales, penguins, birdlife and
more, reinforces that this is truly a trip of a lifetime.”
Bentours MS Fram, the most modern explorer vessel in the
world, is sailing its first season in Antarctica waters.  The
benefits it offers Bentours Hurtigruten clients on voyages to
Antarctica include its limited passenger numbers (max 350),
twice daily shore visits for everyone - weather permitting - and
the full expedition style yet first class comfort of a cruise vessel.
Bentours Antarctic programme runs from NOV-FEB each year
with fortnightly departures ex Santiago or Buenos Aires on MS

Nordnorge.  A two-week cruise
of Latin America and Antarctica
combines in a 19-day land only
package including stays in both
Santiago & Buenos Aires priced
from AUD6990pp in 2008/09.
Departures are approximately
weekly ex Santiago on MS Fram
for an 8-night cruise of
Antarctica, combining a 12-day
package including a stay in
Santiago priced from
AUD4510pp in 2008/09.
Extended cruises are available

combining visits to South Georgia and the Falklands at the
beginning and end of each season, plus add-on excursions are
offered for Iguazu, Andean Lakes, Atacama Desert & Patagonia.
An early booking saving of AUD430pp is available when clients
book and deposit by 30APR08 ... or clients who have travelled
on any of Hurtigruten’s cruises since 2000 can save up to
AUD640pp on their Antarctic cruise.
For bookings & further details FREEPHONE 0800 443510.
(Local contact: Carol Ph. 09 4183274 or
info@classicmarketing.co.nz)

ACCOMMODATION

Accor’s Biggest Relaunched
Following a $13 million makeover, Novotel Gardens Queenstown has officially re-
launched as both Queenstown’s largest hotel and New Zealand’s largest Accor-owned
property.
The 16-month redevelopment has provided the lakefront hotel with an additional 70
rooms, a fresh new exterior look, fully renovated public areas, a completely upgraded
restaurant and a brand new café and bar with lake, mountain and rose garden views.
Hotel capacity is now 273 rooms catering for up to 546 guests - a 34% increase in
potential guest numbers.

New Manager for The Langham Auckland
The Langham Auckland will have a new hotel manager at the
helm from 21FEB008.
Vincent Macquet (right) will head the
property, having joined The Langham
Auckland in JUL07 as food and beverage
manager.  He has over a decade’s hotel
experience working at numerous five-star
properties in Australia, Mauritius,
Rodriguez and Oman.
He replaces current hotel manager Scott
Thomson who has accepted the role of
hotel manager at Langham Place Mongkok in Hong Kong. In
another New Zealand success story he will be joining fellow

New Zealander Jeffrey Van Vorsselen who
is already the general manager of the Hong
Kong property.
Mr Thomson (left) has played a pivotal role
with the introduction of The Langham
brand into New Zealand.  Joining the
property in JUN05 he was responsible for
much of the hotel’s NZ$14m refurbishment.

Shop Ahead Service for Hotel Guests
Travelling light is a fact of life in these days of airline baggage
restrictions and tight cabin space so Jumeirah Hotels & Resorts
is offering a new service that allows its guests to pre-order items
online from the hotel’s retail offerings and have them waiting
in their room when they arrive.
Goods include personal-care products, baby items, clothing and
books.

The 18-suite Kourawhero Country Lodge
near Warkworth and the Matakana Coast
Wine Region is now a member of Select
Hotels & Resorts International’s property
portfolio for 2008.
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Guide Dog Hair Outcome
Andrew Dearle, General Manager New Zealand for Central
Apartments & Hotels has put out a press release in the wake of
this week’s page 3 story in The Dominion under the headline
“Hotel charges blind couple over guide dog hair”.
“The newly appointed General Manager of New Zealand’s
Central Apartments & Hotels sincerely apologises for any
distress experienced by Mr & Mrs Godfrey during their stay in
late January.
Central Apartments & Hotels welcome guests with disabilities
but unfortunately the situation regarding potential additional
cleaning was not handled as well as it could have been.
We have fully refunded the cost of the additional cleaning for
Mr & Mrs Godfrey’s room, and are now reviewing guest protocol
procedures for all staff to ensure this does not occur again.
We assure guests of our continued commitment to an enjoyable
stay and quality of service.
Central is now in discussions with the Royal New Zealand
Foundation of the Blind and its Guide Dogs Services division
to determine how we can better accommodate our visually-
impaired guests.”

Orient-Express at Peru’s Colca Canyon
Orient-Express Hotels has announced it will open Las Casitas
del Colca on 15APR08 on a 60-acre estate strewn with cactus
and fruit trees and watered by natural springs.
This 20-room lodge in Peru’s Colca Canyon will give visitors
an opportunity to experience the beauty and tranquility of the
Andes. Guests can personally select vegetables for their meals
from the extensive garden and prickly pear orchard, and the
onsite farm is home to horses, baby alpacas, cows, chickens,
guinea pigs, rabbits and trout ponds.
All accommodation has been designed to meld with the
environment and incorporate natural local materials whenever
possible. Each casita’s amenities include heated flooring, a
working open fireplace, WIFI Internet access and outside terrace
with private heated plunge pool. Bathrooms are accessed
through separate dressing rooms and feature large soaking tubs,

guests to lie back and gaze up at the night sky.
The Spa Samay at Las Casitas del Colca has sweeping views of
the valley and will feature a sauna, two single treatment rooms,
one double treatment room and a treatment suite.
The lodge will employ strict environmental standards to protect
the precious ecosystem of the Colca Canyon. Volunteer work
can be organized for any guest wishing to be involved in the
nearby Mission of Sister Antonia. Sister Antonia, which operates
a soup kitchen in the Yanque marketplace from 5am every
morning, providing 600 breakfasts a day to people in need. The
mission is run purely on donations from tourists and anonymous
benefactors and Las Casitas del Colca aims to assist Sister
Antonia in her work.
Footnote: Colca Canyon in Southern Peru, 160 km north of
Arequipa, is 3,267m deep, twice as deep as the Grand Canyon
and runs a distance of over 100km. www.lascasitasdelcolca.comboth indoor and outdoor showers and glass ceilings to encourage

Accor has recently been named in the world’s 100 most sustainable
companies and is the only international hotel group listed.
Accor has an international 65-point Environmental Charter for the group’s
entire network of more than 4000 hotels and resorts in nearly 100 countries.
The charter covers initiatives that promote and improve sustainability, such
as reducing water and energy consumption, recycling of packaging and
waste materials and choosing suppliers who embrace sustainable
environmental practices, as well as social schemes such as child protection.

INDUSTRY

Sherylee Eyles has
been appointed
c o n f e r e n c e
coordinator at
Heritage Auckland
after four years at
Clearwater Resort.

Travelbug Launches Last Minute Deals
Travelbug, Trade Me’s travel website, has launched a ‘last
minute deals’ feature which finds the best rates on local
accommodation.
A new site search also launched this week makes it easier for
users to find the right accommodation - from holiday homes to
four-figure luxury lodges - and people who register on the site
can now receive Travelbug’s newsletter with travel deals.

Adventure World has appointed Rachel McKenzie to the
role of Wholesale Manager. Rachel has over 15 years
experience in travel industry, most notably as the
Operations Manager for Tek Travel/Escape Holidays.
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MFS Founder Hot on ‘Fire Sale’
Chris Scott, the co-founder, former managing director and
biggest individual shareholder (8.4%) in MFS, has filed a
complaint with the Australian Securities Exchange this week
alleging the planned sale by MFS of two-thirds of the Stella
hotel and travel group violated listing rules as shareholders had
no say.
The Brisbane Courier-Mail says Scott accused the board of an
“outrageous” fire sale, selling off its largest asset far too cheaply,
and he is demanding that investors get a chance to vote on the
deal.  There is some doubt as to whether the ASX had provided
a waiver allowing the Stella sale to proceed without input from
shareholders. Mr Scott alleges the sale undervalues Stella by
up to A$800 million and accuses the board of selling it cheap
to solve a temporary cash flow problem. He is calling for most
of the board to resign.
According to the paper, Mr Scott and two associates want to
join a revitalised board, raise about A$250 million to alleviate
debt pressure and proceed with an orderly sale of assets.
It seems it’s never over until it’s over….

Pink Ladies Event Invitation

LETTERS Kirra Tours Prize Draw Winner
Kirra congratulates Robyn of United Travel on Alexander,
Hamilton. Robyn is the lucky winner of Kirra Tours January
Prize Draw for $100 worth of vouchers, going into the draw
simply by booking her client on a Kirra 10-Day Southern
Discovery Tour. Any agency bookings made during February
will go into the next draw for the Body Shop vouchers.

Travel Managers is organising a regular get together for women
in the travel industry, with support for a worthy cause- The
New Zealand Breast Cancer Foundation.
“For some time Travel Managers Group has been wanting to
get behind a worthy charity, a charity reflecting both the makeup
of people within our group and within the industry as a whole,”
says Mike Southcombe, general manager at Travel Managers.
Travel Managers intend to host quarterly ‘pink ladies’ functions,
with the goal to raise $20,000 for the Breast Cancer Foundation
by the end of the year.

La Zeppa in Freeman’s Bay, Auckland. Guests will be offered
tapas, wine tasting, and personal styling tips from the team at
Schwarzkopf.
Mike Southcombe says the idea behind the night is to put some
balance back into working life.  “The lifestyle focus of the events
is a great forum for women in the industry to catch up, network,
have a bit of fun, and get behind a deserving cause.”
All women in the industry are welcome, but numbers are strictly
limited to the first pink ladies event, so please call Angela Barr
at Travel Managers on 09 921 5090 or email
pinkladies@travelmanagers.co.nzThe first ‘pink ladies’ event kicks of on Wednesday 05MAR at

Sir,
There has been an awful lot of talk about beefing up security
at airports and even buses and trains are being called the new
risk. Does it only seem obvious to me that we should just protect
the pilots/drivers. Instead of time consuming screening,
especially where time is important and schedules tight, why
don’t we just fit doors?
Stephanie Moss
Financial Director, Roseman and Warren United Travel
Whangarei

Sir,
Just a comment/correction on today’s edition.  Just not sure
why Rotorua thought they were unique and had to announce
their involvement in the AA campaign, however numerous other
regions are involved, three which have been omitted from your
article.  The three that I know of are, Central Otago, Waitaki
and Dunedin, I am sure there are others that I am unaware of.
Cheers and keep up the good work.
Michelle Jack
Marketing Manager Domestic & Conference, Tourism Dunedin.
We tried without success to get the details from AA’s
management - Ed
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The Old BTA Crew got back together with industry friends
in Auckland this week to celebrate Tanya’s upcoming
nuptials. From left are Maggie, Tanya and Paul with the
marriage celebrant Carole Spice.
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